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Remote Learning at Hill Avenue Academy

At Hill Avenue Academy, it is a firm belief that effective teaching will lead to effective learning. This is the case whether
children are in school or at home. The school aims to provide the highest quality of education and opportunities remotely.
This document outlines what effective remote learning looks like in practice. Hill Avenue Academy has implemented research from the Educational Endowment Foundation as a basis for our approach to remote learning. When implementing
strategies to support pupils’ remote learning, or supporting parents to do this, key elements to consider include:
Teaching quality is more important than how lessons are delivered
Ensuring access to technology is key, especially for disadvantaged pupils
Peer interactions can provide motivation and improve learning outcomes
Supporting pupils to work independently can improve learning outcomes
Different approaches to remote learning suit different types of content and pupils
The Remote Curriculum
Hill Avenue Academy is committed to ensuring that all children receive an education; therefore, the school is committed
to ensuring that any remote learning is aligned to the school curriculum. The curriculum aim will continue to be delivered
by teachers who will create bespoke packages to ensure children’s individual needs are accounted for across all areas. The
hybrid-learning model will maintain the consistency of learning at school as well as at home so children have access to
similar learning across all platforms of engagement. Daily lessons will be uploaded through Microsoft Teams to cover all
aspects of the National Curriculum from core subjects to foundation subjects. These lessons will consist of three elements:
A PDF document of the presentation, which teachers use to support and facilitate children’s core learning.
Bespoke lesson resources to meet individual needs of learners
A live pre-recorded lesson facilitation by class teachers
In addition to the online remote offer, parents will also have access to learning packs and textbooks where necessary.
Alongside this, electronic devices and internet data sims will be provided to all families who may require them.
At Hill Avenue, excellence, awe and wonder is at the heart of engaging children with their learning; therefore in order to
embed the school’s core values, theme days will continue remotely. Extra curricular learning opportunities such as experiential learning, theme days and online after-school clubs will be taught through the curriculum in an immersive manner
allowing children to continue their understanding of the wider world and extra curricular objectives. SMSC Live/prerecorded assemblies will be led by the Head of School and Deputy to promote mental wellbeing will be uploaded weekly
across all year groups. EYFS will send out weekly packs of learning and equipment for pupils to access learning opportunities as they would in the classroom and forest school. This will ensure pupils have ‘hands on’ kinaesthetic approaches to
remote learning linked to direct teaching in recorded lessons.
The School ensures that immediate provision of bespoke remote learning is provided to pupils. Parents and pupils will be
provided with a timetable with links to additional resources (as seen in the table below) for the first day, thus allowing
pupils to have a school day as they would in school based on the relevant and appropriate timetable provided. Provision
for children’s learning will include a long-term weekly timetable along with lessons on Microsoft Teams, which will be
taught, resourced and delivered, as they would be in the classroom.

Online Learning Platforms
To coincide with daily lessons through Microsoft Teams, Hill Avenue have subscribed to a range of high quality online learning platforms which further enables children and parents to access resources and learning materials remotely using their
personal login details.

Hill Avenue Academy
https://www.hillavenueacademy.com/

Education City

Our website provides parents and children with a range of useful information about the school as well as providing a gateway to additional guidance.
Education City is used for weekly homework across all year groups. Education City can be accessed for any lesson and covers a range of knowledge
and skills progressively.

https://www.educationcity.com/

Times Tables Rockstars

Times Tables Rockstars is used from Year 3 onwards to build confidence
and fluency in multiplication knowledge.

https://ttrockstars.com/
Ed Shed

Ed Shed is used for pupils to practice and learn spellings. It caters for individual needs and allows pupils to learn through precision teaching methods.

https://www.edshed.com/en-gb

Renaissance MyON
https://www.myon.co.uk/index.html

Oxford Owl

MyON is a way for pupils to digitally access a range of books to read at
home and continue to be immersed in reading for pleasure.

Oxford Owl enables pupils to access levelled reading books. EYFS and KS1
pupils have class logins to access levelled reading books which provides a
hybrid reading model.

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/

Espresso
https://www.discoveryeducation.co.uk/
Oak National Academy
https://www.thenational.academy/

Espresso enables pupils to access a range of lessons and learning at their
own discretion and it supports their phonics and early reading.
Oak National Academy can be accessed by pupils independently. This resource is used for Music, P.E and SPAG in KS2 through hyperlinks on our
weekly timetables to ensure pupils access focused lessons.

Additional support for pupils with particular needs
At Hill Avenue, a core value is to provide tailor-made education to enable children to reach their full potential. In order to
scaffold this, the school aims to cater for all individual needs. Hill Avenue provides pupils with a bespoke learning package
available through Microsoft teams. This is individualized for certain pupils to meet their needs. In addition to the resources,
SEND children are contacted fortnightly by their class teacher/SENDco to continue to support their engagement and wellbeing across all areas. Daily, weekly and fortnightly wellbeing calls are made to continue to monitor all pupil’s wellbeing. Furthermore, the Educational psychologist and Art therapist will continue to liaise with relevant children/parents in accordance
with their targets and needs.

Accessing remote education

To access remote education follow the instructions below:

Click on the pupils Class

Click on files at the top

Click onto the Class Materials folder

Click on the Spring Term folder

Each week, new learning will be uploaded. Click on the week which you are accessing.

In each week’s folder, there will be a timetable for the week which can be accessed. Each day will have a folder with all lessons inside. Lessons will have the
lesson Notebook, lesson resources and a video of the lesson to set out learning
and expectations for all groups of learners.

Remote teaching and study time each day
Through the weekly timetable their are clear indications of which lessons are expected to be completed each day and
where pupils can access the lessons. Below are the total hours of learning on offer at Hill Avenue Academy for pupils
across the school.
EYFS

2 ½ hours daily direct teaching
2 ½ hours independent work
5 hours total

KS1 (Year 1 & 2)

3 ½ hours daily direct teaching
1 ½ hours independent work
5 hours total

LKS2 (Year 3 & 4)

3 ½ hours daily direct teaching
1 ½ hours independent work
5 hours total

UKS2 (Year 5 & 6)

3 ½ hours daily direct teaching
1 ½ hours independent work
5 hours total
Engagement and feedback

Hill Avenue Academy continue to have high expectations of children and their engagement in learning. Therefore, it is
paramount that all pupils access and upload the learning being set by class teachers to ensure all pupils continue their
education remotely. All learning set by class teachers is progressional and differentiated according to pupil’s relative
starting points. We expect parents and carers in the first instance to upload pupil’s learning onto Microsoft Teams in the
Class Notebook area (see image below). However, photos of learning can also be sent into the year group emails (shown
below) In addition to uploading learning into Microsoft Teams, we have set up the use of Evidence Me for all children
across the school. Evidence Me has been used in EYFS for collecting evidence. For Evidence Me, pupils can instantly upload photos of learning directly into their folder and this will link their learning to the school’s assessment tracking building blocks.
EYFS@hillavenueacademy.com
Year3@hillavenueacademy.com
Year6@hillavenueacademy.com

Year1@hillavenueacademy.com
Year4@hillavenueacademy.com

Year2@hillavenueacademy.com
Year5@hillavenueacademy.com

Click on Class Notebook at the top. From
here, click onto the 3 rectangles which
are circled in the middle. This will open
up the pupils’ folders to type up learning
or insert images of learning in the correct lesson folder.

Marking and Feedback
Upon completion of learning, teachers will mark and provide feedback to children in accordance with the Hill Avenue marking and feedback policy. At Hill Avenue Academy we believe that marking and feedback are intrinsic in
ensuring teaching and learning are of the highest standards. In order to offer effective communication between
pupil and teacher, we must provide our children with constructive feedback that will identify what they have
done well and offer guidance on ways in which they can improve their learning and develop their skills further. It
enables children to become reflective learners and helps them to close the gap between what they can currently
do and what we would like them to be able to do. It is part of the assessment process in that it gives both the
teacher and pupil an opportunity to identify strengths and weaknesses. Marking should be meaningful, manageable and motivating.
Short comment marking (‘One Tick’)
One tick marking is used to identify partially secure learning intention. Following the ‘tick’ should be a only one
short question or one task should be provided to address the misconceptions.
Example:
L✓
Please list 3 adjectives to improve your sentences.
Or
How does the main character feel?
Or
Earth, ________ , _________ , __________
Celebratory Marking (‘Two Ticks’ and a sticker)
Two tick marking is used to identify secure learning intentions. Following the ‘two ticks’ should be a celebratory
sticker to demonstrate to the child that they have fully met the learning success criteria.
Example:

L ✓✓
Self-assessment and peer assessment
This type of feedback gives autonomy to the children. Differentiated success criteria is used so that they can comment on their own attainment and success and offer their own suggestions for improvement, indicating positive
ways forward. Teachers will acknowledge the marking that has been completed by the children with one or two
ticks and have discussions if they feel self or peer-assessments are not accurate or need further thought.
Example 1:
L ✓ please use capital letters at the start of sentences.

Or
L ✓✓
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